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Breakdowns in High gradient systems
• Breakdowns are rare events, caused due to plasma is formed in a 

region where a high gradient is maintained in a vacuum. 
No single identifiable mechanism leading to BD nucleation.

• Breakdown rates depend on “conditioning” :
High gradient pulse length and gradient are increased with time to 
allow the system to reach full spec. 

• Two types of breakdowns

Extrinsic 
highly dependent on system production 

and conditions  (contaminates,  Local 
structural nucleation sites, etc).

Intrinsic
reproducible 

saturation values 



Microscopy of BD events (RF and DC samples)

BD – large-scale cathode material 
deposition:
BD craters
significant plastic  activity  at BD 
site

BD craters can be small or 
engulfed in large pools of melted 
copper

But in general, the remnants of 
these violent events do not 
explicitly tell us what preceded 
them…
However – we do see that events 
are NOT correlated with GB or 
other large-scale features.



Modelling Breakdowns as rare critical events

• Our main hypothesis:
• Intrinsic breakdowns are initiated due to a critical plastic process.

• These are driven by collective dislocation motion below the surface 
which leads to subsequent surface modifications.
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Dislocations are known to create 
persistent slip bands and protrusions

• Interaction between dislocations results in 
increased collective motion,  which leads 
to PSB and surface features, at sub-yield 
stresses.

• PSBs exist in various al scales, observed 
down to 10 nm. 

J.Man  et al, Phil Mag 89 (2009) 1295

Laurent et.al. Phys Rev STAB 14 (2011) 41001

Polycrystal Cu  - fatigued  ~1010 times sub PSB threshold 

Haël Mughrabi Phil. Trans. R. Soc. A 2015

Above threshold



Uniform dislocation density 

• Visible in various Two beam conditions. Invisible when 𝑔 ⋅ 𝑏 ≅ 0.

• Visible for other TB conditions

• Consistent with 𝑏 =< 110 >
𝑎

2

• Dislocations characterized by average distance – (not a trivial number)

TB (-1 -1 -1)

200nm

TB (1 -1 -1)

200nm
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Dislocation dipoles – array of dissociated dislocations 

The dislocation lines forming the original typical pattern show inside-outside contrast on 

reversing g vector. 

Typical for dissociation of mobile screw dislocation (energetically favorable).

Availability of large population of mobile dislocations. 



Same system – but difference in visibility of orthogonal system

Visibility and noise depend on conditions

TB (-1 -1 -1)

200nm

TB (1 -1 -1)

200nm



Measuring dislocations density

Brightness profile
Dislocation density – total length per unit of volume.

IF all dislocations are straight, parallel and uniform 

𝜌 = 1 /𝑑2

Hull, D. and Bacon, D.J., 2001. Introduction to dislocations. Butterworth-Heinemann.



Counting - peak detection



Dislocations dissociate and converge; therefore, results are sensitive to the 

exact point of measurement. 

Counting – but they dissociate



So - Important But :

dissociation, bulk orientation, other systems interference -

leads to a problematic measurement.

Counting – and change direction



FFT?  



Similar arrays are observed in soft as well as hard 
Cu samples – consistent with BD limits
Even in cryo-tested samples of hard Cu 

Harder to observe, but a similar ordered structure is there.



Stochastic model
• Observations: dense ordered sessile array of dissociated 

dislocations (stabilized by elastic interactions) .

• Under appropriate drive - Such arrangement can become 
mobile… 

These observations + drive due to high stresses describe 
evolution of the mobile dislocation population:

Governing equations:

• Increase in mobile population – interactions with field and 
moving dislocations.

• Arrest due to collisions

• Cooperative critical transition in mobile dislocation 
population generates nucleation event
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We propose that this transition  
- start of a runaway in mobile population -

can lead to a nucleation event through its effects on the surface



Observations

Consistent fit to breakdown rate dependence 
on field

Importance of temperature variation.

• ”Classical” scenario:  Temperature effect on 
BDR versus field curves.  
Dynamic  - Ramping up field at  various 
rates.   Average “field for BD”

Time dependency - Non-Linear regime.

T=400k

T=100k

prior to BD as field is increased fluctuations  in the population -
and the dark current should  be observed!



Fluctuations  - offer possible explanation to spikes in 
dark currents (prior to BD)

• Event rate variation with the field is 
reproduced by MDDF based equation.

• The distribution fits the expected 
hypoexponential distribution



Next step – can we identify conditioning? 

• Original hypothesis – BD due to surface platic activity. 

So conditioning = surface hardening. 



Surface Hardness is not modified by conditioning
• Hardness decrease observed in craters

but no hardness – conditioning correlation 

• Softer regions in hard  Cu
- would have led to repeat BD. 
- Should have seen a strong difference in bd 
locations correlation craters

conditioned reference

Soft copper

hard copper



Next steps – can we identify conditioning? 

• Original hypothesis – BD due to surface platic activity. 

So conditioning = surface hardening. …. Well no… 

• Maybe we will see modifications in dislocations structure without 
pronounced effect on measured hardness
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RF Reference FA full conditionedFA half conditioned

g 220

0.5 µm

3

𝜌 = (2.67 ± 0.05) ∙ 105 [1/cm]

g 220

0.5 µm

g 220

4

0.5 µm

g 220

0.5 µm

g 220 1 2

𝜌 = (2.43 ± 0.03) ∙ 105 [1/cm] 𝜌 = (2.34 ± 0.04) ∙ 105 [1/cm]𝜌 = (2.72 ± 0.05) ∙ 105 [1/cm]

But - Dislocation density seems not to be  modified by 
conditioning

Isolated observations in samples did not demonstrate clear answer



Next steps – can we identify conditioning? 

• Original hypothesis – BD due to surface platic activity. 

So conditioning = surface hardening. …. Well no… 

• Maybe we will see modifications in dislocations structure without 
pronounced effect on measured hardness …. No ….

• Lets look on a set of data and see how these behave



2.42e+05 2.36e+05 3.6e+05 2.9e+05

2.11e+05 2.64e+05 2.43e+05 2.71e+05

2.41e+05 3.05e+05 3.16e+05 2.26e+05

2.58e+051.89e+052.75e+05 2.56e+05

In search for a clear variation in distribution



High dislocation density –
without  a global conditioning effect
• Dynamics is consistent with a plastic dislocation-based mechanism. 

• Conditioning process  -
No observable universal variation in dislocation density.
No observable variation in Surface hardness.

• What is conditioning? 

• Removal of other possible sources of breakdown, neutralization of 
sparse “weak sites” where BD may nucleate. 

- but this would be “extrinsic” conditioning

• Can/should we see intrinsic conditioning?
Per the model  - we should,  but maybe its not as simple as a direct 
increase in density. 



Cutting a single grain, transversing high to low 
field exposure

• Single grain- lamella close 
to Iris, and about 1 mm 
away from Iris.

(Rf structure T24, 2018)

iris 

Pos A

Pos B

> 1mm

GB
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Cutting a single grain, transversing high to low 
field exposure

• Single grain- lamella close to Iris, and about 1 mm away from Iris.

Significant change: 
The far samples contain regions with no
dissociation while at iris samples  do not. 

This leads to the proposal that  
conditioning = hardening of easy glide regions.
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Summary and Outlook
• Electrodes maintain a highly ordered dislocations array. 

• Proposed a direct link between plastic mechanism and BD nucleation:
• Consistent description of observed variation of BD rates.

• Consistent with observations of a high density of mobile dislocation sources.

• Consistent results for critical rare fluctuations in dark currents.

• Direct observations of effects on dislocation reactions -
Initial signs in the distribution of dislocations but need more data and more 
analysis.

• Where can this take us? 
Modifying the intrinsic propensity for holding high gradients
1. electrode material/structure to modification -> affecting dislocations.
2. efficient conditioning.


